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Abstract

In this information-accumulating world, each of us must learn continuously. To participate in a new field, or even a sub-field, one must be aware of the terminology including the acronyms that specialists know so well, but newcomers do not.

Building on state-of-the-art acronym tools, our end-to-end acronym expander system called AcX takes a document, identifies its acronyms, and suggests expansions that are either found in the document or appropriate given the subject matter of the document. As far as we know, AcX is the first open source and extensible system for acronym expansion that allows mixing and matching of different inference modules. As of now, AcX works for English, French, and Portuguese with other languages in progress.

This paper describes the design and implementation of AcX, proposes three new acronym expansion benchmarks, compares state-of-the-art techniques on them, and proposes ensemble techniques that improve on any single technique. Finally, the paper evaluates the performance of AcX in end-to-end experiments on a human-annotated dataset of Wikipedia documents. Our experiments show that human performance is still better than the best automated approaches. Thus, achieving Acronym Expansion at a human level is still a rich and open challenge.
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1 Introduction

This work was performed while the author was a MSc student at IST, Universidade de Lisboa.
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and one of the biggest sentence based datasets from the scientific domain (i.e., SciAI [80]). Additionally, we have created a new dataset composed of Wikipedia documents from the Computing category.

- **A benchmark of out-expansion techniques (out-expansion benchmark).** We evaluate out-expansion techniques on three datasets from different domains previously used in related work that contain documents (i.e., MSH [62], SciWISE [62], and CSWiki [77]) and one that is constructed from independent sentences from the scientific domain (i.e., SciAD [79] revised by Egan and Bohannon [20]).

- **A benchmark of end-to-end acronym expander systems (end-to-end benchmark).** We create the first end-to-end dataset of human-annotated documents that includes both in- and out-expansions. We have built a human-annotated end-to-end benchmark because (i) previous annotated in-expansion datasets do not include acronyms with out-expansions and (ii) previous out-expansion datasets use automatic mechanisms to identify acronyms, but those mechanisms are neither accurate nor complete. Thus, human annotation offers a kind of gold standard.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work, particularly for acronym expansion, but including references to entity linking. Section 3 describes the AcX system. The next three sections (Sections 4, 5, and 6) describe the proposed benchmarks and analyze the benchmark experimental results. Section 7 contains an error analysis of acronym expansion. Finally, Section 8 presents the main conclusions and ideas for future work.

## 2 Related Work

This section describes the work that is closely relevant to acronym expansion, including in-expansion only (Section 2.1), out-expansion only (Section 2.2), and end-to-end systems (Section 2.3).

### 2.1 In-expansion

Pustejovsky et al. [63] present a technique that parses the input text in order to reduce the context within which to search for a candidate expansion. Schwartz and Hearst (SH) [67] describe a technique that considers two possible placements of expansions and acronyms in text (before or after), and chooses the correct expansion by matching acronym characters with potential expansion characters.

The MadDog [78] in-expander introduces variations of SH technique [67] which refine the candidate expansions using a sequence of rules. Nabeesath and Nazeer [66] suggest new pattern heuristics as well as space reduction heuristics. Azimi et al. [5] use the same patterns as Schwartz and Hearst (SH) [67] but relax the heuristics for acronym-expansion extraction: an acronym simply needs to be a token composed of capital letters of some length $n$ and an expansion should be composed of $n$ tokens.

Yarygina and Vassilev [89] incorporate user feedback and two decision tree classifiers in order to filter candidate acronym-expansion pairs. Glass et al. [24] propose a technique that focuses on several languages other than English, and scores candidate pairs by using word embeddings in order to measure the similarity between candidate acronyms and expansions.

Liu et al. [45] and Veyseh et al. [80] formalize the task of finding expansions for an acronym as a sequence labeling problem solvable by Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [39] based techniques. The SciDr [72] in-expander and Zhu et al. [91] also interpret acronym-expansion extraction as a sequence labeling task and make use of pre-trained BERT-based models coupled with ensemble techniques to achieve higher model performance than previous techniques. SciBERT is a language model based on Transformers and pre-trained on research papers from Semantic Scholar. SciBERT is fine-tuned in SciDr [72] with training data for the sequence labeling task. The SciDr [72] in-expander uses an ensemble (blending) process in order to select the correct expansion from the candidate expansions of an acronym. Similarly, to select the correct expansion for biomedical documents, Kuo et al. [37] use an SVM as well as Logistic Regression and Naïve Bayes models.

Another line of work extracts acronyms not from text but from Web Data like query click logs [31, 76].

The fields of Named Entity Recognition and Coreference Resolution address similar tasks. Named Entity Recognition [85] finds entities mentioned in texts and labels them with high level categories like person and organization; or, for special applications, as molecular biology entities covered in BioNLP tasks [17, 25] like cells and proteins. Coreference Resolution [41, 47, 55] is the task of finding all expressions that refer to the same entity in a text. Thus, references like I, my, she or even this person may refer to a given person entity. Coreference Resolution can be applied to in-expansion where the expansion and the acronym are references to the same entity.

### 2.2 Out-expansion

Classic Context Vector [2, 42, 62] is a typical baseline for out-expansion. It represents the context of an acronym/expansion $x$ by the frequencies of the words in all documents containing $x$. Li et al. [42] propose two techniques based on word embeddings from Word2Vec [49] to address the out-expansion problem. Their best technique, called Surrounding Based Embedding, combines the Word2Vec embeddings of the words surrounding the acronym or the expansion. Similarly to Surrounding Based Embedding, Ciosici et al.

---

1. https://www.semanticscholar.org/
[16] propose Unsupervised Acronym Disambiguation that replaces each expansion occurrence in a collection of text documents by a normalized token and retrain the Word2Vec google news model [49] on that collection. The resulting model produces an embedding for each normalized token, i.e., an expansion embedding.

Thakker et al. [77] creates document vector embeddings, using Doc2Vec, for each document. For each set of documents D containing an expansion for an acronym A, the system trains a Doc2Vec model on D which is used to infer the embedding for an input document i containing an undefined acronym A.

Charbonnier and Wartena [12] proposed an out-expansion technique based on Word2Vec embeddings weighted by Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency scores to find out-expansions for acronyms in scientific document captions.

MadDog [78] proposes a sequential model to encode context in sentences followed by a feedforward network to classify the input sentence with an expansion. Competitors of the SDU@AAAI competition [79] mainly use pre-trained language models based on Transformer neural networks like BERT [19] and SciBERT [7]. SciDr [72] formulates the out-expansion problem as a substring prediction task. Given a list of expansions concatenated with a sentence as input, it uses the pre-trained language model SciBERT [7] and re-trains that model in 5 cross-validations of the sentences dataset to predict the substring, i.e., start and end word indices corresponding to the predicted expansion. The authors also assemble additional SciBERT models trained on external data.

A related line of work explored the expansion of acronyms in enterprise texts [22, 43]. For instance, in Li et al. [43], enterprise textual documents as well as Wikipedia documents are used as training data. Other works explored acronym out-expansion in biomedical domains [44, 50, 51, 56, 63, 75, 83, 84, 90]. In our work, we explore the general acronym expansion problem where the input document domain or source is not previously known.

Entity Disambiguation (ED) (often referred to as Entity Linking) is the task that links an entity found in text by Named Entity Recognition (NER) to a knowledge base, usually Wikipedia pages [53, 69, 70]. This field is analogous to out-expansion because an expansion can be seen as (and in some cases is) a Wikipedia page title. Several techniques have been proposed to address this task. The survey [69] identifies the work of [87] that is part of the LUKE project4 as the best or one of the best on several datasets, some based on Wikipedia. LUKE (Language Understanding with Knowledge-based Embeddings) [86] is a pre-trained language model that learns to predict masked words and entities. LUKE also employs a global model that, given a set of entities in a document, assigns a ranking among these entities based on confidence. Other works on Entity Disambiguation explore the task in the face of limited resources [23, 48, 58, 81, 82, 88] corresponding to zero-shot learning settings where the labels (i.e., entities) in the test set are unknown at training time. Such circumstances occur in acronym out-expansion because some expansions have a very low frequency in document collections, sometimes appearing just once.

Moreover, Entity Disambiguation works have explored Natural Language Techniques that we also used in order to represent documents like Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [34] in [13], Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9] in [61], and Doc2Vec [40] in [68, 92].

At BioNLP Open Shared Tasks 2019, Bacteria Biotope [10] considers the goal of linking microbial taxa, habitats, and phenotype to biological knowledge bases. To enrich the input, the authors provided the in-expansions for the acronyms found in their dataset using Ab3p [73]. The winner [35] matched the Word2Vec embeddings of entities in the text with the concepts in the knowledge base. However, an acronym as an entity mention would have the same Word2Vec embeddings regardless of the document.

The Cross-Document Coreference Resolution task [46] matches entities in one document to entities in other documents. Thus, acronym out-expansion is a special case of Cross-Document Coreference Resolution. However, out-expansion is easier, because the various documents containing a particular expansion can be compared collectively with the input document to determine whether the expansion is appropriate for the acronym in the input document.

Less directly related, but insightful, is the literature on Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) [52, 54] because that work also must make use of the context around a token (in our case, an acronym; in the word sense literature, a word). Raganato et al. [64] proposed a benchmark for word sense disambiguation.

2.3 End-to-end Acronym Expanders

To our knowledge, systems that expand acronyms use a predefined dictionary of acronym-expansions [1, 26] as opposed to trying to discover the proper expansion based on context. Only two end-to-end systems use context for out-expansion. First, Ciosici and Assent [15] propose an end-to-end abbreviation/acronym expansion system architecture that performs out-expansion. Unfortunately, their demo paper provides few technical details and their code is proprietary.

The MadDog system [78] contains a rule-based in-expander technique that improves on [67] and an out-expander based on neural networks: a sequential model to encode context followed by a feedforward network to classify the input with an expansion. They also trained their models on a large corpus of sentences.

Neither of these systems provides a framework with easy plug-in for different in and out-expansions techniques nor uses other data sources. Moreover, neither was evaluated on an end-to-end acronym expander benchmark.

3 AcX: an End-to-end Acronym eXpander System

The AcX system (see Figure 1) consists of: (i) A Database Creation process which generates an Expansion Database5 that contains documents, acronyms and their corresponding in-expansions. The Expansion Database also associates each <acronym, in-expansion> pair with a representation of the document where that acronym in-expansion were found. The representation characterizes

4https://github.com/studio-ousia/luke
5When benchmarking, the expansion database will provide us with both a training set and a test set.
the content of the document. To support other domains and languages, we pass documents in the desired domains/languages to the Database Creation process. (ii) The Acronym Expander Server that accepts one document at a time from a user and outputs a list of acronyms found in the input document and the corresponding expansions found by the system (whether as in-expansions or as out-expansions).

For each document with in-expansions, the Database Creation process runs the following pipeline:

1. an Acronym and In-Expansion Extractor obtains the <acronym, expansion> pairs from the document using only within-document evidence.
2. a Representator (there are many possible representors e.g., Latent Dirichlet Allocation that output topics) maps the document to a document representation that holds document contextual information.
3. the Expansion Database stores the in-expansions, acronyms, and document representations on disk, currently SQLite [28].

Given a new input document \( d \) supplied by a user, the Acronym Expander Server executes the following pipeline:

1. applies the Acronym and In-Expansion Extractor used to build the Expansion Database to extract all the acronyms having expansions in the input document \( d \).
2. utilizes the same Representator (say, topics from Latent Dirichlet Allocation) used to characterize each document in the Expansion Database to map \( d \) to a document representation.
3. for each acronym \( A \) having no in-expansion in \( d \), the server runs the Out-Expansion Predictor to choose a context-appropriate out-expansion. Formally, an expansion \( E \) is selected for an acronym \( A \) in \( d \) if the representations of the documents \( \text{doc}(A, E) \) with expansion \( E \) share more characteristics with the representation of \( d \) by some criteria (e.g., closest cosine similarities or labeled by some machine learning classifier for \( A \)) than the documents in \( \text{doc}(A, E') \) for every alternative expansion \( E' \). Thus, for example, if the context of \( d \) is publishing, then "PDF" should likely expand to "Portable Document Format" but if the context of \( d \) is probability or statistics, then "PDF" should expand to "probability distribution function."

For a language other than English, the in- and out-expansion techniques should be tuned to the new language. They may benefit from changing preprocessing steps such as tokenization for the new language or from adopting a language model trained on the new language or even adopting a multilanguage model.

### 3.1 Acronym and In-Expansion Extraction

Acronym and in-expansion extraction can use rule-based or machine learning techniques. In our rule-based implementations (i.e. Schwartz and Hearst [67] and MadDog [78]), we used roughly the following three-step process as described in [57]:

1. **Acronym extraction**: identifies acronyms in a document, e.g., PDF in Figure 1. We modified Schwartz and Hearst [67] to find candidate acronyms even when there is no expansion found in a given document. The technique excludes tokens in which all alphabetic characters except the first character are lower case. We also reject acronyms of two characters where the first is a letter and the second is a dot "." to avoid person names.
2. **Candidate expansion extraction**: builds candidate pairs of acronyms and possible in-expansions <acronym, expansion>
from information in the document, e.g., <PDF, formats including the portable document format> from Document 1 in Figure 1.

(3) Candidate refinement: evaluates each candidate pair using a variety of heuristics (e.g., find the shortest expansion that matches the acronym) to obtain a final in-expansion for each acronym that has at least one candidate in-expansion within the document, e.g., portable document format from <PDF, formats including the portable document format>.

For the in-expanders of SciBERT and SciDr, the extraction of acronyms and expansions is formalized as a sequence tagging problem where each token can have one of three tags: (i) a token in an acronym (e.g., CD in CD-ROM), (ii) a token in an expansion, or (iii) other token. For example, from Document 1 in Figure 1, PDF would be tagged as an acronym token, each token portable, document, and format would be tagged as a token in an expansion. The remaining tokens in Document 1 would have the “other token” tag. AcX builds a machine learning model on the tagged data. The output of such machine learning models is then converted to acronym-expansion pairs by matching the acronym characters against expansions.

Our system supports ensemble in-expansion through SciDr. That ensemble technique can be easily extended to include additional in-expansion techniques.

3.2 Representator

Representors in the AcX system summarize documents in order to capture knowledge about their semantics. Although AcX supports sentence-level out-expansion techniques, using the whole document is more effective than using just parts of the text because the whole document captures the overall context better.

Some representors assign a set of topic terms to a document. If two documents have many topic terms in common, then they are considered to be semantically related.

Other representors use embeddings [40] to characterize a document. An embedding is a vector of real numbers in a high dimensional space. Embedding techniques map an object encoded in a one-hot representation, a very sparse and high dimensional vector, a very sparse and high dimensional vector into a very dense and lower dimensional vector of one-hot representation. Embedding techniques map an object encoded in a high dimensional space. Embedding techniques map an object encoded in a one-hot representation, a very sparse and high dimensional vector into a very dense and lower dimensional vector of one-hot representation. A small distance between embedding vectors suggest document similarity.

AcX encloses several techniques that can semantically represent an entire set of documents that contain the same expansion for a given acronym. Specifically, let docs(A, E) denote the set of full document texts in which a given acronym A is defined by a single expansion E (e.g., all documents in which acronym PDF is explicitly expanded as portable document format):

Here are some representations of such a collection of documents:

- **Classic Context Vector (CCV)** [2], represents an expansion E by the set of words in docs(A, E) along with their counts.
- **Document Context Vector (DCV)** (our variation of context vector), builds on context vector, however it represents each document d ∈ docs(A, E) individually by the set of word occurrences in d. For example, the word occurrences corresponding to Document 2 in Figure 1 would contain, among others, the values of: 3, {the: 2}, {derive: 1}, {analytic: 1}, {form: 1}.
- **Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)** [34], gives a large weight to a term t in each document d ∈ docs(A, E) if t is found frequently in d and infrequently in the entire document corpus. Each document is then characterized by its highly weighted terms. For example, the TF-IDF score for the word the in Document 2 in Figure 1 is \( \frac{1}{2} \cdot \log(\frac{1}{5}) = 0 \) because this word appears in both documents.
- **Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)** [9] assigns topics to documents using a Dirichlet probabilistic model. For example, Document 2 in Figure 1 could be represented by the following topics: topic1={analytic: 0.7}, {series: 0.3} and topic2={functional: 0.8}, {form: 0.2}.
- **Doc2Vec** [40] is a document embedding technique based on Word2Vec [49] which assigns vectors to words in such a way that words that appear in the same context have a high cosine similarity. For example, the words functional and conditional would be assigned similar vectors. Thus, using the principles of Word2Vec, Doc2Vec assigns vectors to entire documents. For example, documents 1 and 2 in Figure 1 would be assigned mutually distant vectors.
- **Sentence Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (SBERT)** [65] constructs sentence embeddings that can be compared to determine sentence similarity. AcX splits the input text to fit into the SBERT input limit (e.g., 384 tokens), and then we average the resulting embedding vectors to get a document representation.

3.3 Out-Expansion Predictor

To choose an out-expansion for an acronym A in an input document d having no expansion for A, the Out-Expansion Predictor component considers each candidate out-expansion E for A and compares d to some representation of docs(A, E).

In the case of Classic Context Vector (CCV), we compare d with the vector representation of docs(A, E). For the remaining techniques, we compare d with each document representation of d′ ∈ docs(A, E).

Using cosine similarity, the Out-Expansion Predictor will choose an out-expansion E over a different expansion E′ if any document d′ ∈ docs(A, E) is more similar to d than all d′′ ∈ docs(A, E′).

The AcX system also supports classification-based approaches that work as follows. Consider all the documents, denoted alldocs(A) containing in-expansions of acronym A. Some documents in alldocs(A) have an in-expansion of E1 for A, some have E2 for A and so on. Given the representations of documents in alldocs(A) as features, and the expansions (E1, E2, etc) as labels, the out-expansion problem becomes a machine learning classification problem. When a new document d is given to AcX, the representation of d is input to the classifier which labels d with an expansion.

The classifiers we support so far are:

- **Support Vector Machines (SVMs)** [18] fit a hyper-plane that optimally separates binary labeled data in the feature space. Non-binary classification is performed by a “one-vs-all” technique where a binary SVM classifier predicts with a certain probability if an input document belongs to a particular class (where each class corresponds to a particular
expansion). The class (and therefore expansion) with the highest probability is selected. We used the LibLinear [21] implementation included in scikit-learn toolkit [60].

- **Logistic Regression (LR)** [32] fits a logistic function to classify binary classes (again a class corresponds to an expansion). Non binary classification is again performed by a "one-vs-all" technique. We used the LibLinear [21] implementation included in scikit-learn toolkit [60].

- **Random Forests (RF)** [11] fit a particular number of decision trees (default 100) trained on randomly selected samples. There will be one random forest per acronym \( A \). The representation of a document having no in-expansion for \( A \) will be input to the random forest. Each tree will predict one expansion with some probability. The random forest selects the class whose average probability is the highest. We used the scikit-learn [60] implementation.

In addition to these classifiers, for evaluation purposes or for anyone who wants to try other techniques, AcX supports the following additional techniques: Surrounding Based Embedding (SBE) [42], Thakker et al. [77], Unsupervised Abbreviation Disambiguation (UAD) [16], the SciDr out-expander (SciDr-out) [72], the MadDog out-expander (MadDog-out) [78], and LUKE [87], a state-of-the-art technique for Entity Disambiguation. For UAD, SciDr-out and MadDog-out, AcX performs sentence segmentation and, given the results from each sentence, decides which expansion to assign to the text. For UAD, we select the most frequent predicted expansion among the sentences in the document.

We have extended SciDr-out to consider all the sentences containing the acronym \( A \) instead of just one sentence as in SciDr-out’s original implementation. SciDr-out associates an acronym with its possible expansions concatenated together. The system then finds the substring of that concatenated string with the highest probability and outputs that as the expansion. For example, the concatenated expansion of “PDF” might be "probability density function portable document format". SciDr-out will choose some substring of that concatenated expansion.

We have extended MadDog-out to enable it to train in any new documents, instead of using only their original machine learning models. MadDog-out processes the last sentence of any document containing acronym \( A \) to determine the most likely expansion.

For LUKE, we had to modify the internals to work with acronyms and expansions. We use their pre-trained model and perform fine-tuning in our training data using the procedure described by the authors in [87], except that we allow the entity embeddings (now expansion embeddings) to be updated during training. This modification allows the generation of embeddings for expansions out of the original model vocabulary.

### 4 In-expansion Benchmark, Evaluation and Results

We describe our benchmark of in-expansion techniques in Section 4.1 and evaluate state-of-the-art techniques on this benchmark in Section 4.2.
each student identified each acronym in the document and mapped it to an expansion. Each acronym-expansion pair was labeled by the annotators, indicating whether the expansion was present in text. Any conflict between annotators was manually resolved by the authors. The Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) among each annotators (excluding the third annotator, the reviewer) using Krippendorff’s alpha [36] with the MASI distance metric [59] is 0.68 for in-expansion pairs and 0.33 for out-expansion pairs. In a hypothetical scenario, if both annotators had given the same acronym-expansions, then the score would be 1. In this case, the human annotators disagree on out-expansions more often than on in-expansions. This is unsurprising because out-expansion requires consulting text sources other than the document at hand.

4.1.2 In-expansion techniques This benchmark includes the following in-expansion techniques (that are supported by our AcX system described in Section 3):

**Rule-based:** Schwartz and Hearst (SH) [67] technique and the MadDog [78] in-expansion (MadDog-in) technique which builds on the Schwartz and Hearst algorithm.

**Machine Learning:** SciBERT based technique used in [72] and the SciDr [72] in-expansion (SciDr-in) technique which ensembles SciBERT models and a rule-based technique based on SH with Conditional Random Fields. Moreover, we consider models used by these machine learning techniques that are trained with external data besides the individual training sets of each dataset. The external data is composed of Medstract, Schwartz and Hearst, BIOADI, and Ab3P train sets if the test set is biomedical. For SciAI and End-to-end test sets, the external data consists of all train sets (i.e., biomedical datasets, SciAI, and End-to-end).

4.1.3 Performance metrics Our benchmark uses the following metrics. The metrics apply to acronyms alone as well as to acronym-expansion pairs. The acronyms can be either in singular or plural form to be considered equal, and the expansions are equal if their lower case versions without dashes have an edit distance less than 3 or if the first 4 characters of each word are equal. If the same acronym or pair appears several times in the same document, it is counted only once:

**Acronym Pair Precision:** the number of correctly extracted acronym pairs divided by the number of acronym pairs extracted by that technique over all documents.

**Acronym Pair Recall:** the number of correctly extracted acronym pairs divided by the number of distinct acronym pairs present over all documents.

**Acronym Pair F1-measure:** the harmonic mean of the precision and recall of the system.

**Training time:** CPU or GPU time in seconds to train the machine-learning models that are used by the in-expansion technique.

**Execution time:** CPU or GPU time in seconds that the in-expansion technique takes to extract acronym-expansion pairs from a document in the dataset.

4.2 In-expansion Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the in-expansion techniques using the benchmark presented in Section 4.1.

**Setup.** The in-expansion experiments were performed on a machine with an Intel® Core™ i5-4690K CPU with 4 cores, and 16 GB of RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070. Only SciBERT and SciDr-in used the GPU.

**Results.** We report the Precision, Recall, and F1-measure values for the average of the biomedical datasets (i.e., Medstract, Schwartz and Hearst, BIOADI, and Ab3P). SciAI and End-to-end datasets in Table 1. The additional external data used to train SciBERT and SciDr-in for the biomedical application includes the data of all biomedical datasets excluding the test set (30%). For SciAI and End-to-end datasets, the external data used to train SciBERT and SciDr-in includes all documents in the other datasets (i.e., Medstract, Schwartz and Hearst, BIOADI, Ab3P, SciAI, and End-to-end). We report the fine-grained results per biomedical dataset and execution times per dataset in the extended version of this paper.10

**Interpretation:** In this in-expansion benchmark, rule-based techniques SH and MadDog-in generally perform best for all datasets. The one exception is on the SciAI dataset where machine learning techniques from SciDr-in and SciBERT work better.

Rule-based systems work well for in-expansion, because acronyms follow human-understood rules, viz. roughly, acronyms should be in upper-case, each letter should represent a word, and the expansion should either precede or follow the first use. So it is natural that a rule-based system would do well. Machine learning work better when given more examples (SciAI dataset), however even ensembled with a rule-based technique (SciDr) the results were generally inferior to using the rule-based technique by itself.

While the expansions found by the rule-based techniques are not a superset of those found by the machine learning techniques, SciDr often fails because it adds extra words to the expansion string. On the other hand, SciDr can find unusual cases where not all acronym chars belong in the expansion, e.g., expansion *PIN-FORMED of pin1*. 

**Execution time analysis.** Regarding execution time, we observed from our experiments that the rule-based techniques are much faster than the machine learning techniques. SH is the fastest technique on every single dataset taking less than 0.06 seconds on average to extract acronym-expansion pairs from a document.

In summary: Use a rule-based system for in-expansion, either SH or MadDog-in.

5 Out-expansion Benchmark, Evaluation and Results

We describe our benchmark of out-expansion techniques in Section 5.1 and evaluate state-of-the-art techniques on this benchmark in Section 5.2.
### 5.1 A Benchmark of Out-expansion Techniques

Section 5.1.1 describes the datasets used in this benchmark. Section 5.1.2 explains the steps used to prepare those datasets. Section 5.1.3 lists the out-expansion techniques included in the benchmark, grouped by type. Finally, Section 5.1.4 describes the metrics to evaluate those out-expansion techniques.

#### 5.1.1 Datasets

The datasets included in our out-expansion benchmark are:

- **MSH** dataset [33] contains biomedical document abstracts from the MEDLINE (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online) corpus used in Li et al. [42], Prokofyev et al. [62]. This dataset was automatically annotated using citations from MEDLINE and the ambiguous terms with MeSH headings identified in the Metathesaurus.
- **SciWise** dataset consists of document abstracts of the Physics dataset used in Li et al. [42] and Prokofyev et al. [62]. This dataset was annotated by human experts, and it includes expansions either containing at least 2 words or a single word with at least 14 characters.
- **CSWiki** (Computer Science Wikipedia) dataset created in Thakker et al. [77] contains documents from different fields that contain acronyms used in computer science. Expansions were extracted by parsing the content of English Wikipedia disambiguation pages of acronyms used in computer science (e.g., https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDF_disambiguation).
- **SciAD** This dataset was prepared for the out-expansion SDU@AAAI-21 competition [79]. It is based on the SciAI in-expansion dataset, described in Section 4.1.1. We use the revised version created by Egan and Bohannon [20] who removed duplicate sentences from the original training and validation sets.

#### 5.1.2 Data Preparation

The data preparation steps are roughly the same for each out-expansion technique:

1. **Dataset Splitting:** We split each dataset into train and test sets (respectively 70% and 30% of the documents of the original dataset). We then apply 5-fold cross validation on the train dataset in order to tune the hyperparameters of each out-expansion technique. The hyperparameter-tuned technique is then tested on the yet unseen 30% of the data.

2. **Expansion Consolidation:** For the expansions of acronym A in each dataset, we apply an approximate duplicate detection process that groups expansion strings that correspond to the same expansion meaning. For example, *portable document format* and *Portable-Document-Formats* are two distinct strings that refer to the same real expansion. As criteria, we consider two expansions to be equal if their lower case versions without dashes have an edit-distance less than 3 or if the first 4 characters of each word are equal. Equal expansions are consolidated by mapping them all to the most frequent expansion.

3. **Expansion Removal:** When testing the accuracy of out-expansion techniques on some document d, we associate any acronym A in the document with its in-expansion In(A), if present. Then, we replace all occurrences of the in-expansion In(A) in text by A alone.

4. **Tokenization:** We apply the word tokenization from the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [8] to obtain only alphanumeric tokens. Additionally, we remove stop words using NLTK and numeric tokens.

5. **Token Normalization:** We transform each token into its most probable form. For the expansions of acronym A in each dataset, we apply an approximate duplicate detection process that groups expansion strings that correspond to the same expansion meaning. For example, *portable document format* and *Portable-Document-Formats* are two distinct strings that refer to the same real expansion. As criteria, we consider two expansions to be equal if their lower case versions without dashes have an edit-distance less than 3 or if the first 4 characters of each word are equal. Equal expansions are consolidated by mapping them all to the most frequent expansion.

The preparation of the MSH and SciWise datasets follows the preprocessing reported in Li et al. [42], so we apply all the preprocessing steps above except token normalization. The five steps are consistent with the pre-processing steps used in Thakker et al. [77] for the CSWiki dataset. For SciDr-out and MadDog-out, we apply only the first three steps, because these techniques replace the last two steps with steps that depend on the language models of the neural networks they use.

#### 5.1.3 Out-expansion Techniques

This benchmark includes the following groups of out-expansion techniques:

- **Classical Techniques:** We use two baselines: *Random* which randomly assigns a possible expansion to an acronym; and *Most Frequent* which always selects the most frequent expansion found in our training data as measured by the number of occurrences in distinct documents. We use the Cosine similarity (CosSim) with the Classic Context Vector (CCV) [42], Document Context Vector (DCV) - variant of Classic for each document, Surrounding Based Embedding (SBE) [42], and Thakker et al. [77].
Sentence-oriented Techniques: We include related work techniques that expect a sentence as input (instead of a document) and adapt them as described in the AcX overview (Section 3.3). These include Unsupervised Abbreviation Disambiguation (UAD) [16], MadDog [78] out-expander (MadDog-out), and SciDr [72] out-expander (SciDr-out). We also use SciDr-out with External Data consisting of the Wikipedia pages that contain an expansion found in the training data.

Representator Techniques: We include Cossim with the document representation techniques described in Section 3.2, that we have adapted from natural language processing: Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Doc2Vec, and Sentence Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (SBERT). We used SBERT model all-mpnet-base-v2, the top performing model in Sentence Similarity tasks (14 datasets)

Combination of Representator Techniques: The final type of out-expansion techniques that we assembled consists of combining two representators’ outputs, namely the Doc2Vec with a Context Vector (either Classic or Document), as input to predictors: CCV + Doc2Vec and DCV + Doc2Vec. Combinations are constructed by concatenating the outputs together into a single feature vector.

Ensembler Techniques: We support two ensembler techniques: Hard voting where each technique votes for its preferred expansion regardless of its confidence; and Soft voting that takes the averages of confidences per expansion. The confidences are normalized at the individual technique level in such a way that their sum is 1. For the experiments, we assembled the following 7 out-expansion techniques: Cossim with CCV, Cossim with TF-IDF, Cossim with Doc2Vec, SVM with Doc2Vec, Cossim with SBERT, SVM with SBERT, and SciDr-out.

5.1.4 Performance Metrics Our benchmark uses the following metrics:

Out-expansion accuracy: is the accuracy of predicting the right expansion for a given acronym in a textual document. Intuitively, this is the fraction of acronym-expansions that are correctly predicted. Accuracy is also used in previous out-expansion works [16, 42, 77] and analogous benchmarks, e.g., for Word-Sense-Disambiguation [64]. Note that an acronym may appear many times in the same document and many times across documents. In our measure, if A is in k documents, it is counted k times, but if A is present j times in the same document, it is counted only once in that document.

Out-Expansion macro averages: Recently, Veyseh et al. [78][80] started using a different set of metrics that we have implemented and measured for completeness. Those metrics are macro-averages of Precision, Recall and F1-measures for acronym-expansions pairs. So, we calculate precision, recall, and F1-measure independently for each acronym-expansion in the training data.

Representator execution time: is the execution time to create representations of training documents.

Average execution time per document: is the average execution time to predict expansions for acronyms in a document.

5.2 Out-expansion Experimental Results

Setup. For out-expansion on the benchmark presented in Section 5.1, we ran the experiments on a GoogleCloud platform machine with the following specifications: Intel Broadwell CPU platform with 8 cores, 30GB to 80GB of RAM (Random Access Memory). For SBERT, MadDog-out, SciDr-out, and LUKE half of a Tesla K80 GPU board was used.

To reduce the duration of experiments, we first find the representer’s hyperparameters using cosine similarity (a parameter-less metric). Next, we find the best out-expansion predictor model hyperparameters.

Results. Table 2 reports the out-expansion accuracy and macro F1-measure to predict the expansions of acronyms in a document for each dataset; and the average document processing times. The Technique Group column identifies the out-expansion group that the technique belongs to, as organized in Section 5.1.3 (e.g., Classification). The Predictors column identifies the out-expansion predictor technique (e.g., Cossim or an ML classifier) that takes a given document representation to predict an expansion (e.g., Cossim). The Representators column indicates the technique used to generate a document representation (e.g., Doc2Vec). We did not run SciDr-out with External Data on CSWiki dataset because the external data (i.e., Wikipedia data) would overlap with CSWiki itself. The execution time of each ensemble technique is just the additional time required to decide on an expansion given the input predictions and confidence measures.

In these out-expansion experiments, we measure the accuracy and macro F1 only on the acronym-expansions pairs whose acronym is ambiguous (i.e., have at least two expansions in the training data) and whose in-expansions are in the training data.
The best individual techniques (average above 89% of accuracy) in descending order are: Cossim with SBERT, SVM with SBERT, SciDr-out, Cossim with CCV, Cossim with TF-IDF, Cossim with DCV, Cossim with Doc2Vec alone or with DCV, and SVM with Doc2Vec. Regarding statistical significance, Cossim with SBERT is the best for SciWISE. For MSH, SVM with Doc2vec combined with either CCV or DCV score higher accuracy, however, they are not statistically significantly better than: SVM with either Doc2Vec or SBERT, Cossim with SBERT, and LR with Doc2Vec. SciDr-out achieves higher accuracy for CSWiki, but is not statistically better than SVM with SBERT. Finally, for SciAD, SciDr-out with external data scores higher accuracy but not statistically significantly better than: SciDr-out and Cossim with SBERT.

**Interpretation:** An important question in interpreting these numerical results is to understand why some techniques are better than others. For out-expansion, the best approaches SciDr-out and Cossim/SVM with SBERT are based on language models trained on large data collections, but that does not tell the whole story. SciDr-out uses the particularly effective strategy of predicting the expansion span from the list of possible expansions passed as input. Further, SciDr-out is an ensemble of models trained in a 5-fold cross-validation setting. SBERT augments transformer language models to sentence similarity tasks using a siamese architecture that generates embeddings for each sentence and is trained to maximize similarity. Those embeddings turn out to be very informative.
regarding the context for documents: both Cossim or SVM combined with SBERT obtained on average the highest accuracy among individual techniques.

While LUKE’s transformer language model enables the creation of entity embeddings, the results are not the best for acronyms, even with fine-tuning. One reason is that each entity is referenced frequently (over 600 times on the average [87]). Acronym/expansion pairs are referenced less than twice on the average.

Independently of which technique is best, we should note that each of the top techniques, except SciDr-out, gives a confidence score. For some of the best techniques SBERT, Doc2Vec, TFIDF, and CCV, the confidence score has a positive correlation with accuracy, though the correlation is modest (under 0.5). This low positive correlation is reflected in our results for ensemble techniques. The soft ensemble technique (in which each underlying technique’s weight is monotonic with its confidence) does well thanks to the positive correlation. On the other hand, hard voting ensemble techniques (in which each underlying technique votes for its preferred expansion regardless of confidence) perform even better, suggesting that the “wisdom of crowds” effect is stronger than using confidences. A deeper look at ensemble techniques for acronym expansion is a subject for future work.

Representators and document processing execution times. The CCV and DCV representators take the least time (average 2s) closely followed by TF-IDF (average 1.3s). The most expensive models are SciDr-out (14ks-66ks) followed by LUKE (1Ks-13ks) and MadDog-out (566s-10ks) which use either language models or neural networks.

Among these best techniques, Cossim with CCV is the fastest for all datasets, able to process input documents in less than 0.07 seconds on dataset average. However, SVM with Doc2Vec is the fastest for MSH and SciWISE. The slowest among the best is Cossim with TF-IDF (average 2.5s), followed by SciDr-out (1.3s for base and 2.3s with external data). These differences are statistically significant.

The extended paper contains fine-grained execution time values per dataset, the correlation between confidence and accuracy, and further qualitative analysis.

In summary:

- If neither training time nor document processing time is of major concern and especially if GPU processing is available, then use either a Hard ensembler (best but slowest), SciDr-out (best with more domain data) or Cossim/SVM with SBERT (fastest and close to best).
- Otherwise, use Cossim with CCV, which requires almost no training time (less than 5s) and is the fastest in testing time among the best set of techniques.

6 End-to-end Benchmark and Evaluation

The end-to-end benchmark described in Section 6.1 is a set of documents together with human-annotated acronyms, whether those acronyms correspond to in-expansions or out-expansions.

6.1 BenchmarkDatasets, Algorithms, and Performance Metrics

6.1.1 Datasets The end-to-end benchmark uses (i) a training dataset consisting of documents from Wikipedia (ii) a testing dataset consisting of a disjoint set of Wikipedia articles (briefly described in Section 4.1.1). Those documents came from the Wikipedia dump of March 1, 2020. They were converted to pure text using WikiExtractor [4].

We preprocessed all the documents using all the steps described in Section 5.1.2 for all out-expansion techniques except MadDog-out which uses its own preprocessing techniques.

6.1.2 End-to-end systems We use: (i) the end-to-end MadDog System (MadDog-sys) and (ii) various pipelines of AcX consisting of an in-expansion technique followed by an out-expansion technique possibly with machine learning (see Figure 1). An example of a pipeline would be the SH in-expander, Doc2Vec and SVMs. The pipelines we test consist of combinations of the most practical (accurate and fastest) techniques for in-expansion and out-expansion as determined by the benchmarks in Sections 4.2 and 5.2. Specifically, AcX pipelines use either the MadDog-in or the SH technique as in-expanders to identify acronyms and expansions in input documents. For out-expansion, AcX pipelines include one of the following combinations of out-expansion techniques, i.e., a predictor (Section 3.3) with a representator (Section 3.2): (i) Cossim with SBERT; (ii) SVM with SBERT; (iii) Cossim with CCV; (iv) SVM with Doc2vec.

6.1.3 Performance Metrics Similarly to Section 4.1.3, we evaluate MadDog-sys, different pipelines of AcX, and human annotators listed in Section 6.1.2 in terms of Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1-Measure (F1). In contrast to Section 4.1.3, we evaluate all acronym-expansions pairs, whether they come from in-expansions or out-expansions.

We also measure training and per test document execution times.

6.2 Results on End-to-end Experiments

Setup. For these experiments, we used a virtual machine with the following specifications: AMD EPYC Processor with 16 cores and 256GB of RAM (Random Access Memory). For SBERT, the virtual machine specifications were: 5 cores of an Intel Xeon Gold 6126 Processor, 40GB of RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti.

Results. Table 3 presents the results for the AcX system running each one of the different pipelines mentioned in Section 6.1.2, the MadDog-sys, and the results for the student annotators. The AcX pipeline composed by MadDog-in, SVM with SBERT obtains the best results with precision (61.32%) and F1-measure (54.97%). However, based on the F1-measure, this is not statistically significantly better (i.e., P-value above 0.05) than SH and SVM with SBERT. The best system pipeline takes 2s on average to process a document. Our best AcX pipeline obtains better results for all measures than the MadDog-sys (+20% of F1) and is faster (2s to 1084s).

18https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki
19https://archive.org/details/MadDog-models
### 7 Error Analysis

We studied how out-expansion errors for known expansions (i.e., expansions in documents of the training set) relate to the following properties: (i) the number of appearances of a particular acronym \(A\), (ii) the length of acronym \(A\), (iii) the fraction of appearances of a given expansion \(e\) of \(A\) and (iv) the total number of occurrences of expansion \(e\) for acronym \(A\).

The data sources are the out-expansion and end-to-end benchmarks. For out-expansion, we also considered the dataset domain. We collect these results in a set of decision trees\(^{19}\). Each leaf of each decision tree holds the F1 score value for acronym-expansions having the properties indicated by the path to that leaf. Here is a summary of the patterns found in the decision trees:

- **If the expansion \(e\) is very infrequent for \(A\) (below 2% of acronym occurrences) and the number of occurrences of \(A\) is low, the F1 score is low or very low (well under 0.2).** There is, however, a boost of the F1 score for the SVM with SBERT technique when the acronym length is at least 3.
- **When expansion \(e\) appears at least half of the time for acronym \(A\), but acronym \(A\) occurs less than a dozen times, then the F1 score is decent (around 0.5).**
- **Finally, if the expansion count of \(e\) for acronym \(A\) is high and expansion \(e\) is a majority expansion for \(A\), then F1 is very high (often more than 0.9).**

Those patterns are generalizable to the best out-expansion techniques. The F1 score is largely independent of the dataset domain.

### 8 Conclusions and Future Work

The AcX system synthesizes and extends the best of previous work on acronym expansion. We have found:

- **In-expansion rule-based techniques** (SH and MadDog-in) usually work best and require little execution time.
- **For out-expansion, SciDr-out and Cossim or SVMs with SBERT usually work best**, followed by Cossim and SVMs with either CCV or Doc2Vec.

There are five data and software products of our work that future researchers can either extend or use as a basis of comparison.

1. The first human-annotated dataset for end-to-end acronym expander systems.
2. Three benchmarks to evaluate: (i) in-expansion techniques, (ii) out-expansion techniques, (iii) the combination in an end-to-end setting.
3. The end-to-end AcX system is available publicly and can be applied to arbitrary languages, and can incorporate new in- and out-expansion techniques.

**Future Work**

Because the automated techniques in the state-of-the-art fall well below human-level accuracy levels, there is a large margin for improvement. Some promising avenues for improvements include:

- (i) more accurate in-expansion (e.g., additional acronym-expansion extraction patterns), (ii) new context representation techniques, and (iii) an extensive study of ensemble techniques.

With respect to the AcX system, we will add an Application Programming Interface (API) so text analytics systems (e.g., entity disambiguation or sentiment analysis) can benefit from acronym expansion. Finally, because our platform easily extends to other languages (e.g., our Portuguese extension was done by a high school student), we plan to create AcX pipelines, benchmarks, and perform end-to-end experiments for a variety of natural languages.

---

\(^{19}\)Temporary location: https://amuni-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/j_p_pereira_uva_nl/EjzkFBe8iPOVHRojXb/WDmcBmp9OEI_pbhL1goS55Ncu2A/v=94CIkX
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